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If you like Harlan Coben’s crime novels, James Patterson’s suspense and John Grisham’s legal thrillers,
you’ll love First Blood, the first books in Joel Goldman’s thriller series featuring Lou Mason, Jack Davis and
Alex Stone!

Lee Child and Michael Connelly recommend Motion To Kill! If you like the action, suspense and excitement
in their books, you’ll love Motion To Kill!

When two of his partners are killed, corruption, sex and murder fill trial lawyer Lou Mason’s docket as he
tracks the killer. Will Lou be the next victim? Find out in Motion To Kill, the action-packed, can’t-put-it-
down first book in the Lou Mason thriller series!

“Joel Goldman is the real deal!”
John Lescroart, Bestselling author of the Dismas Hardy thriller series.

If you like the knockout suspense of Michael Connelly and the gritty “who done its” by Linda Fairstein,
you’ll love Joel Goldman’s Shakedown!

When FBI Agent Jack Davis investigates a mass murder, a leak of crucial information and his imploding
personal life throw him into the ultimate danger zone – where truth lies at the heart of betrayal.

“A killer identified via a fleeting facial expression and behavioral cues turns a middle-aged FBI agent
dealing with a disruptive disability into an unexpected hero in Goldman’s latest terrific thriller.”
Publisher’s Weekly

If you like John Grisham’s courtroom suspense and James Patterson’s crime novels, you’ll love Joel
Goldman’s new legal thriller, Stone Cold!

After Public Defender Alex Stone wins an acquittal for a client accused of murder, her client threatens
Alex’s lover and becomes the prime suspect in a murderous rampage. Find out how far Alex Stone goes to
protect her lover, save the innocent and speak for the dead in Stone Cold, the first book in Joel Goldman’s
Alex Stone Thriller series.

In Stone Cold, Joel Goldman delivers an edge-of-your-seat legal thriller. This is suspense at its very best.
Libby Fischer Hellmann, Author of A Bitter Veil

Grab a copy of First Blood and dive into the action packed, twists and turns of the Lou Mason, Jack Davis
and Alex Stone Thrillers!
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From reader reviews:

Carol Frazier:

Why don't make it to be your habit? Right now, try to prepare your time to do the important take action, like
looking for your favorite book and reading a guide. Beside you can solve your trouble; you can add your
knowledge by the book entitled First Blood. Try to face the book First Blood as your pal. It means that it can
to become your friend when you truly feel alone and beside that course make you smarter than ever before.
Yeah, it is very fortuned for you personally. The book makes you a lot more confidence because you can
know everything by the book. So , let's make new experience and also knowledge with this book.

Hattie Leclair:

Why? Because this First Blood is an unordinary book that the inside of the guide waiting for you to snap the
idea but latter it will jolt you with the secret this inside. Reading this book close to it was fantastic author
who have write the book in such wonderful way makes the content inside of easier to understand,
entertaining approach but still convey the meaning entirely. So , it is good for you because of not hesitating
having this nowadays or you going to regret it. This book will give you a lot of rewards than the other book
include such as help improving your talent and your critical thinking way. So , still want to hold up having
that book? If I were being you I will go to the e-book store hurriedly.

Jimmy Hostetter:

It is possible to spend your free time to study this book this guide. This First Blood is simple bringing you
can read it in the park, in the beach, train along with soon. If you did not have much space to bring often the
printed book, you can buy the actual e-book. It is make you better to read it. You can save the particular
book in your smart phone. And so there are a lot of benefits that you will get when one buys this book.

John Kirk:

A lot of reserve has printed but it is different. You can get it by world wide web on social media. You can
choose the top book for you, science, comedian, novel, or whatever simply by searching from it. It is named
of book First Blood. Contain your knowledge by it. Without departing the printed book, it may add your
knowledge and make you actually happier to read. It is most crucial that, you must aware about guide. It can
bring you from one destination for a other place.
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